Tennis Match Results
Auburn vs Clemson University
Jan 24, 2020 at Clemson, S.C.
(The Duckworth Family Tennis Center)

Auburn 4, Clemson University 3

Singles competition
1. Tim Dollman (AUBURN) def. Gabriel Diaz Freire (MCU2019) 7-5, 7-5
2. Teodor Giusca (MCU2019) def. Tom Wright (AUBURN) 6-3, 4-6, 6-4
3. Yizhou Liu (MCU2019) def. Tyler Stice (AUBURN) 6-4, 7-6 (7-0)
4. Matteo DeVincentis (AUBURN) def. Carlos Kelaidis (MCU2019) 6-7 (3-7), 7-5, 7-6 (7-5)
5. Finn Murgett (AUBURN) def. Jacob Jahn (MCU2019) 6-1, 6-4
6. Pierre-Louis Dodens (MCU2019) def. Spencer Gray (AUBURN) 7-5, 7-6 (7-4)

Doubles competition
2. Jacob Jahn/Yizhou Liu (MCU2019) def. Tom Wright/Finn Murgett (AUBURN) 6-2
3. Anders Fry/Diego Chavarria (AUBURN) def. Teodor Giusca/Carlos Kelaidis (MCU2019) 7-6 (7-1)

Match Notes:
Auburn 3-0
Clemson University 2-1
Order of finish: Doubles (2,3,1); Singles (5,1,3,6,2,4)